Cuvée Systems Releases Unique Compact Round In-Track LED Driver
Sunnyvale, Calif., October 20, 2022, Cuvée Systemsâ in partnership with Luminus, has announced its newest
addition to the EZI-Set family of compact drivers – the DITR round in-track driver. The EZI-Set DITR series provides
a unique, round form factor in-track driver suited for track mounted pendants, downlights and area lights as well as
conventional track lights. In contrast to a long, in-track driver, the compact 57mm diameter form factor complements
the design of round light fixtures making them integrate well into the surrounding
environment. This driver offers a wide range of dip-switch configurable current settings
and flicker-free performance that together translate to a high quality of light and reliability.
Like all Cuvee products, they are designed for use with Luminus COBs as well as other
light sources from 30-38V and are programmable from 400-700mA. The round in-track
driver carries the usual 5-year limited system warranty in combination with compatible
Luminus COBs, and is ENEC certified. While other driver companies struggle to deliver,
Cuvee continues to offer delivery from stock or short lead times, and these new EZI-Set
DITR round drivers are available now.
For a full list of features and applications visit http://cuveesystems.com/solution-portfolio/ezi-set-compact-drivers/.
The Cuvée Systems brand of drivers are exclusively available from Luminus and the Luminus worldwide franchised
distributor network.
About Cuvée Systems
Cuvée Systems is on a mission to bring the most innovative power electronics to life. Our focus is on combining
world class design, high-volume manufacturing, and in-depth application experience to create sleek, reliable, high
performance power electronics for the lighting industry. Cuvée has business hubs in Sunnyvale, CA and Xiamen,
China enabling the best of both worlds with the talent and leading-edge technology in the Silicon Valley while
leveraging the manufacturing prowess and economics of our China based production factories. We bring power-tolight solutions that enable the next generation lighting systems. www.cuveesystems.com
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About Luminus Devices, Inc.
Luminus Devices, Inc. develops and markets solid-state lighting solutions (SSL) to help its customers migrate from
conventional lamp technologies to long-life and energy-efficient LED illumination. Combining technology originated
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) with innovation from Silicon Valley, Luminus offers a
comprehensive range of LED solutions for global lighting markets as well as high-output specialty lighting solutions
for performance-driven markets including consumer displays, entertainment lighting and medical applications.
Luminus is headquartered in Sunnyvale, California. For additional information please visit http://www.luminus.com.

